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Women made up about a third of my class when I became a student atFordham Law School in 1976. We were a typically diverse group, some of usheading into a second career, others into a first career after the children had
grown, others, like myself, just looking for a real career after bouncing around for a while
after college.
It took only two or three law school classes for me to know for sure that I would
fail. How could I possibly keep up with the brilliant young men who readily raised their
hands to talk and who always sounded so smart? How could I pass as intelligent when
called on by professors who dazzled me with their command of the material, and their
style? It almost escaped my attention at first that one of those professors was a woman -
Sheila Birnbaum, then the only woman on the Fordham Law faculty.
I did not fully understand at the time how important it was for me to have that one
woman professor. But when. my grades came in, and I had done well, I knew that it was
Professor Birnbaum who had helped me to do it. She has continued to provide me with
the special encouragement and confidence that I needed, just as today's 14 women law
professorsare doing for their students, and asOUf eight senior women administrators, our
alumnae and our students do for each other.
In the following pages you will meet some of the 2,700 members of a very select
club - some famous, some powerful, some modestly situated and relatively unknown.
The women of Fordham Law are school teachers and social workers and shelter organiz-
ers and public service lawyers as well as federal and state judges, law firm partners and cor-
porate counsels and executives. For the past year, I have been privileged to get to know
many of them through my work on the steering committee overseeing the 75th anniver-
sary of the admission of women to our law school. My only regret is that we are not able
to introduce all of Fordham's law women to one another and to you. I know you would be
as proud as I am of the extraordinary personal diversity and the broad spectrum of profes-
sional achievement embraced within our numbers.
Our celebration this year is of women, but also of Fordham Law School itself.
speak not as Associate Dean, nor as a Professor, not even as an alumna, but simply as a
woman of my time when I express gratitude for the courage, fairness and great good sense
that brought Fordham Law to admit women at a time when to do so was still very much a
daring act. I am gratified that we have more than honored Fordham's gesture of confidence
in its own future and in ours. -Georgene M. Vairo, Class of j 979, Associate Dean and Professor of
Law, Fordham University School of Law
1643 1795 1885
In Bolnmore, Englishwoman Margaret Brenl is
gmnted ~e right to supervise ~e eslole of ~e
dying lard Colvert, represennng ~e fi"1 nme in
~e brief history of ~e Americon colonies ~ol a
woman assumed courtieloted responsibilines.
Brent is loler - ond repeoled~ - denied ~e
right to address ~e Coloniollegislolure.
Successfully defending a Mossochusel1s land
claim, lucy Terry Pnnce becomes ~e first
woman and the first African American to address
~e u.s. Supreme Court.
An amendment to the New York Strite consfilution
allows the admission of women to the practice of
low. Sho~y fuereofter, a Columbia Unive"ily
trustee sums up prevailing ret:lction with the vow
fuol "No woman sholl degrade he"ell by practicing
low in New York ~ I con see her,"
T :rtually from its added an evening division pro- within the Woolworth Building
founding in 1905, gram that became the immediate that would be able to accommo-
the Law School at success its partisans had predict- date as many as 800 students.
Fordham Univer- ed. The practice of law was then Like its 28th floor vista from what
sity flourished still guided by what Abraham Lin- was then the tallest building in
under the atten- coin/ among others, promoted as the world, the future of Fordham
tions of a succession of the "poor boy" rule - the notion Law had no apparent limits.
extraordinary legal that every citizen possessed an
'*'scholars whose imagina- inherent right to practice Jaw-
THJE PARAMOUNT tions were fired by the and night study was throughout World War I abruptly ended thechance to build for their the academic world a popular way enrollment boom at Fordham, as
IDEST[NY Al'JlD M[S§]ION sons a law school from to accommodate those great num- at law schools all over the United
the ground up. They bers of working people who States. With passage of the Selec-
OF WOMEN ARE TO made it from the outset wanted training in the law. Wh~le rive Service Act, law school atten-
FULFILL THE NOBLE AND
an adventurous, intel1ec- some of the Fordham faculty dance fell by nearly half over a
tually progressive insti- feared that evening classes would single semester in 1917. This was
BENIGN OFFICES OF WTFE turton. From the day it dilute the quality of the school's a more serious matter at Fordham
opened, Fordham Law student population, the new divi- than at most institutions. The
ANDMOTHER. Tms ISTHE
required a three-year sian had no such impact on Ford- University had become depen-
LAW OF THE CREATOR. course of study, rather ham's parity with far more estab- dent upon the income from its
Frol1l all 1873 nl1illg by the than the two-year course Iished institutions. Law School, in particular to subsi-
l1lillois SlIprfl1lf Courl. deuyillg then mandated by the '*'
dize the chronically ailing Ford-
Mym Bradwell's appeal for New York State Bar. As ham medical school. Founded
ndmlssioll to lIJe IIlil10ls Bar. early as 1909, Fordham Of 600 mid-term applicants to with the Law School in 1905 -
became the first law the New York State Bar in 1913, twin markers of the ambitious
school outside the Ivy the year that Fordham organized path the University set for itself
League to adopt l-iar- its first moot court, only 11 per- early in the 20th century - the
vard's revolutionary "case cent passed the qualifying exam, medical school had captured the
method" of legal instrtrctf ort, in among Fordham applicants, the passionate support of the Univer-
1907, it was the first law school pass rate was 88 percent. In 1914, sity administration in a way that
after Harvard to offer a course in Fordham published its first law the Law School, which from the
jurisprudence. review, a mark of serious academ- beginning functioned in many
'*'
ic intent, and enrollment exceed- respects as a school apart, had
ed 500 for the first time. In anrtct- not, keeping the medical school
In 1912, after considerable debate patton of sustained growth, the open was a top priority for the
among the faculty, Fordham Law school moved in 1915 to quarters faculty and administration.
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1890
The federal census shows 13S women lowyers
ond low sludents in the United Stutes. In on
unsigned letter to the editor of the Boston Globe,
one of these women nofes that "Newspopers
publish and republish lilie Booting items obout
women lowye" olong with those of the lote~
seo serpent, the populor ideo seeming tu be thot
one is as about os reol os the atheL"
1892 1918
Adecision in her fovor by the US. Supreme
Court grnnts Myrn Brndwell odmission to the
Illinois Bor, retrooctive to the dote of her first
pennon in 1869.
With the numbe! of femole ottorneys, junsts
ond low students in the UnITedStutes exceeding
700, the Amencan Bor Associanon opens Its
membe"hip to women for the first nme.
Among the desperate measures
considered in 1918 was expand-
ing Law School enrollment
through the admission of women;
a move already undertaken by
several institutions: New York
University, for one, had begun to
admit women to its law school in
1892. But whereas NYU was
founded as coeducational, Ford-
ham University had been a pro-
foundly all-male school from its
184 t origins as a
wood-cabin seminary
in an elm grove up the
Hudson. The pres-
ence of females on
the Fordham campus
would be as sudden
and shattering a
departure from tradi ~
tion as at any of
America's elite schools
- Yale, l-larvard,
Princeton - none of
which admitted
women. Nonetheless,
the suggestion to do
so was made at a May
19t 8 Law School fac-
ulty meeting by Ford-
ham's president, the
Reverend Joseph A
Mulry, S.).; even he
felt compelled to back off quickly,
"owing to objections raised
against [the Idea.]"
For reasons unknown, but likely
no more interesting than the rule
of simple economics, Rev. Mulry
had a change of heart over the
summer. During a faculty meeting
on the following September 12,
according to the minutes, "The
Rev. Rector authorized the matric-
ulation of women and ordered the
insertion of this fact to be put in
the newspapers." On September
22, the Law School's customary
start-of-term ad in The New York
Times announced "courses open to
women." During the week remain-
ing before classes convened, eight
women signed up to study along-
side 312 men. No one may have
even noticed that Yale Law admit-
ted women dun ng the same week.
•
The sprillkJil1g of women
shown in the Class of 1926
!Arv Schvol pholograph
would reprrsenl the highesl
female-la-male ralio IIntii
well into the 196OS.
he Law School was intended to be Fordham's first entry into Manhattan, in
tacit acknowledgement that the annexation of its Westchester County cam-
pus into the Borough of the Bronx in 1889 had transformed the once-rural
institution into a city school. Rooms and offices were leased from the Jesuit
College of St. Francis Xavier on West 16th Street, but in the boom-time edu-
cational climate of New York in the gilded age, St. Francis reclaimed the space
at the last minute to make way for its own burgeoning enrollment. Unable to
find space elsewhere, the Law School opened at Rose Hill in a single room on a
floor of the Science Building otherwise given over to the new medical college.
When only eight students enrolled that first year, it was evident that the Law
School might not survive in a location so distant from the New York City courts.
The following year, 42 students signed up for classes in additional quarters at
(coincidentally) 42 Broadway, the first stop that would relocate the LawSchool
three more times in the next nine years. Somehow, enrollment
was not affected by all the moving around. The Law School that
stood at 100 students during 1908, its first year of residence at
29 Vesey Street, was more than 300 strong when it moved to
140 Nassau Street in 1911, and grew to an enrollment of 500 by the
time it moved to the Woolworth Building in 1915.
The. Woolworth Building in lower Manhattan, circa 1918
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1920
As the 19th Amendment gronts women the right
to vote, New York afforney Beatrice Doerschuk
undertokes 0 pioneering study of ottitudes and
ombinons omong 297 women lowye" in the
United Stotes. Included among the study's ree'
ommendo~ons is a proposal that special domes-
nc relonons courts be estoblished under the
direction of female jurists.
1921
ACornegie Foundanon survey of the legal pr~
fession recommends sweeping changes in the
way it educates its practitioners. In response
to the srudy, which it commissioned, the ABA
requires two yea" of pr<How college srudy as
a condinon of membe"hip. At Fordhom, the
medicol college, with little ceremony, closes its
dOD" tor good.
1927
Colombio Unive"ity admits womon for the fi"1
nme to its school of low; 27 will enroll that fir~
year, of which two will octuolly groduote in
1929.
f Fordham's
pioneering
I 19-membe.· Class of t 921.
According to federal census fig-
ures, she was one of 1,739 women
of the law - students, lawyers
and jurists - in the United States
by then, just less than 1 percent
of the male total. Ralston became
the first Fordham-educated
woman attorney to be admitted
to the New York Bar (by 192 I,
women were eligible for member-
ship in the bar of every state).
She also joined the New York
County Bar Association, founded
in 1908 as a professional associa-
tion for those numerous members
of the legal profession who were
for one reason or another (includ-
ing gender, race, religion, ethni-
city or class), excluded from the
Association of the Bar of the City
of New York.
Like most attorneys of her era,
women and otherwise. Ralston
became a general practitioner, a
neighborhood lawyer who helped
people with everyday tax and
property matters. Corporate law
firms were nowhere near the force
in the profession that they are
today, but among those that did
exist, women employees were not
welcome above a clerical level.
There were a handful of women in
the judiciary by 1921, including
Annette Abbott Adams, appoint-
ed by Woodrow Wilson as the
first female federal judge, ,---'-------------,
but most young women
entering the law were
unlikely to encounter any-
one like what would today
be called a "role model."
"You have to understand
that Inever saw a woman
lawyer until r was nearly
finished law school,"
remembers Crace Corco-
ran Kennedy, a Philadel-
phia attorney who entered
Fordham Law 20 years
after the School's first trio
of women graduates. Even
20 years after that, first-
year student Geraldine
Ferraro's sole encounter
with a woman of the law
was Portia in The Merchant
oj Venice - a lady of the
court who had to pass as a
male in order to have her
voice heard. Ferraro came
from a family of lawyers,
so at least her interest in
the profession was not
taken as frankly aberrant. The
Han. Lucille Polk Buell remem-
bers her family as being clearly
rr is AN ORDEAL
IFOR A WOMAN AT
THE OUTSET OF HER
PRACTICE TO ENCOUNTER
IN THE PERSON OF THE
OPPOSING COUNSEL A
COURTEOUS WELL-BRED
GENTLEMAN ... [wuo] m
THINKING THAT SHE HAS
NO PLACE liN THE COURT-
ROOM, IF SHE liSA GOOD-
LOOKING GIRL SHE OUGHT
TO BE MARRIED, IF SHE ISN'T
GOODLOOKING, SHE OUGHT
TOilE DEAD ...
uHer to the editor oj
the New York Sun, 1914
r
women octet,
only two actu-
\.. ally graduated
from the Law
School, by: name Patricia A.
O'Connell and Mildred L O'Con-
nor. That three-quarters of the
women entrants did not survive
through graduation was not espe-
cially remarkable; two-thirds of
the men didn't make it either.
Well into this century, the study
of law required no more than a
high school education - or
"equivalent," which covered a lot
of ground - and many who set
out to become lawyers lacked the
basic academic capability neces-
sary to do so. In general, however,
women came to law school better
prepared than their male counter-
parts. A study of law graduates at
NYU during the t 920s shows that
25 to 40 percent of women stu-
dents had finished a full four-year
course of pre-law college study, as
compared with 7 to 20 percent
among the men.
A third woman, Elfa Ralston, a
transfer after her first year from
NYU, finished at the top of the
evening division of Fordham Law's
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1928
Female low school enrollment in New York City declines fur·
ther, to 513. The Stole of New York for the lirst fime requires
a single yeor of pr.eow college study for admission to its bor.
The following yeor, a second yeor will be added to the re-
qUirement, bringing the New York State Bot in compliance
with ~BAguide;;nes - and up to the level estoblished by
Fordhom Low a full four yeo, eorlier.
unsettled by the ardor of her
schoolgirl desire for a career in
law. "It seemed like such an
unimaginable thing," says the
distinguished jurist, scholar and
teacher, first in the Law School
Class of 1947, and in 1972 the
first WOman appointed to the
Law School faculty, "and not at
all ladylike. Law was absofutely
no place for a woman. My
mother would try and change the
subject whenever I'd bring it up."
Sums up Corcoran Kennedy:
"To have a career in law back
then, a woman had to have the
hide of an elephant."
A certain strength of purpose was
often evident among Fordham's
earliest women graduates. Surely
Fanny Holtzmann, who graduat-
ed from the evening division in
1922, knew no fear when she
took on Louis B. Mayer on behalf
of the Russian royal family, which
claimed it had been libeled in the
MCM film RaspHti" Holtzmann's
eventual victory in that cele-
brated case not only advanced
the horizons of First-Amendment
law, it established the gifted, drt-
ving attorney as a pioneer of
American entertainment law, a
1929
With the number of women studying low in New York City
falling below 500 for the firstnme since 19] 8, le~ than
5 percent of the city's low students ore women.
field in which she enjoyed a long
and extraordinarily colorful
career.
Nor did Ruth Whitehead show
any absence of courage when she
protested to no less than The New
York Times that a prize to which she
was entitled as the academic leader
of the Fordham Law Class of 1924
was withdrawn at the last minute
because she was discovered by the
donor to be of African descent. In
1925, Whitehead became the first
black woman admitted to both
the New York and North Carolina
Bars, and, as Ruth Whitehead
Whaley, embarked upon a distin-
guished career as an attorney, ad-
vocate and public servant. Active
nationally on behalf of welfare
reform, among other issues,
Whitehead Whaley served on the
New York City Board of Estimate
from 1951 until 1973, and on the
City Council during the 1940s .•
Holtzmann successfully defended surviving
members of the Romanov family against
MGM's allegedly slanderous cinematic depic-
tion of them, Noel Coward would ask, "How
famous do you have to be to get on Fanny's
List?" The answer: Very famous, indeed.
Fanny Holtzmann's
father had been influential
in New York City Jewish
circles, through which she
met Benjamin Cardozo
(who sponsored her admis-
sion to the New York State
An indifferent student from a Jewishquarter of Brooklyn, Fanny Holtz-mann went to work as a law-office
secretary in 1918 and lasted barely a week.
While less than dazzled by her clerical skills
- she had none - her employer recognized
a keen intelligence and vibrant sense of life,
and suggested that she really ought to go to
law school herself. In 1919, she did just that,
Alger Hiss introduced her to Adlai Stevenson;
Dwight Eisenhower was a friend with whom
she shared Sunday-painting tips.
The pace of her life never ebbed, nor
did the list of her accomplishments cease to
grow. It was Fanny Holtzmann who convinced
the end of one of her marriages; who became
so proficient at late-blooming hobbies of
painting and sculpture that the collectors of
her work included Shaw, Eisenhower, Vivian
Leigh, the Philadelphia Museum of Art and
noted art book publisher and international
art patron Henry Abrams.
At her death in 1975,
FmlllY Holtzmml11 in 1m MaHhat/tiIl law office dllring the late 1920S
George Bernard Shaw to allow his Pygmalion
to be musicalized as My Fair Lady; who
pushed Gertrude Lawrence into her great tri-
umph in The King and I;who established Las
Vegas as the divorce capital of the world by
dispatching Doris Duke into residency there at
Fanny Holtzmann was still a
woman of such extraordi-
nary style that a New York
Times obituary quoted Noel
Coward's assessment of her
as "incomparable." The
word "indescribable" might
have applied equally well,
as Moss Hart once noted.
"It is a sore temptation to
set down ... a life-sized por-
trait of Fanny Holtzrnann,"
wrote the celebrated play-
wright, "but for one thing
Fanny is a little larger than
life, and for that reason
quite unbelievable ... Suffice it to say that
Fanny is a small, delicate, mouse-like creature
given to wearing floppy hats in the spring and
creating a first impression of wistful helpless-
ness. Helpless indeed! Fanny is about as help-
less as the Bethlehem Steel Company ... "
delegation to the first organizational confer-
ences of the United Nations, and in 1947
helped deliver the crucial Chinese vote in favor
of the U.N.'s partition of Israel. Fanny became
not just a show-biz legend, but a highly regard-
ed member of the international community.
choosing Fordham because its evening divi-
sion classes would allow her to work during
the day.
Holtzmann talked her way into a
day job with a two-person law firm 20 flights
downstairs from Fordham Law in the Wool-
Bar) and Felix Frankfurter.
The influence of such pow-
erful people helped guide
her into a second phase of
her career in the late 1930s
6
worth Building. The firm's attorneys were
themselves recent law school graduates, and
had come to be well known within the New
- as a tireless volunteer onYork City theatrical community as an easy
touch for actors seeking free legal advice.
Still unable to type, Fanny concentrated on
expanding this sideline into a paying enter-
prise, and by the time of her graduation from
Fordham in 1922 she had established the
behalf of Jewish refugees
from the Nazi regime. At
the conclusion of World
War II, she became special
counsel for the Chinese
firm as indispensible to such notables as
Clifton Webb (on whose b~half she averted
IRS action), Fred Astaire (whose first screen
contract she negotiated) and Trevor Howard
(for whom she got Immigration Service clear-
ance to work in this country). By the time
I
t
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Female low school enrollment in New York City declines fur·
ther, to 513. The Stole of New York for the lirst fime requires
a single yeor of pr.eow college study for admission to its bor.
The following yeor, a second yeor will be added to the re-
qUirement, bringing the New York State Bot in compliance
with ~BAguide;;nes - and up to the level estoblished by
Fordhom Low a full four yeo, eorlier.
unsettled by the ardor of her
schoolgirl desire for a career in
law. "It seemed like such an
unimaginable thing," says the
distinguished jurist, scholar and
teacher, first in the Law School
Class of 1947, and in 1972 the
first WOman appointed to the
Law School faculty, "and not at
all ladylike. Law was absofutely
no place for a woman. My
mother would try and change the
subject whenever I'd bring it up."
Sums up Corcoran Kennedy:
"To have a career in law back
then, a woman had to have the
hide of an elephant."
A certain strength of purpose was
often evident among Fordham's
earliest women graduates. Surely
Fanny Holtzmann, who graduat-
ed from the evening division in
1922, knew no fear when she
took on Louis B. Mayer on behalf
of the Russian royal family, which
claimed it had been libeled in the
MCM film RaspHti" Holtzmann's
eventual victory in that cele-
brated case not only advanced
the horizons of First-Amendment
law, it established the gifted, drt-
ving attorney as a pioneer of
American entertainment law, a
1929
With the number of women studying low in New York City
falling below 500 for the firstnme since 19] 8, le~ than
5 percent of the city's low students ore women.
field in which she enjoyed a long
and extraordinarily colorful
career.
Nor did Ruth Whitehead show
any absence of courage when she
protested to no less than The New
York Times that a prize to which she
was entitled as the academic leader
of the Fordham Law Class of 1924
was withdrawn at the last minute
because she was discovered by the
donor to be of African descent. In
1925, Whitehead became the first
black woman admitted to both
the New York and North Carolina
Bars, and, as Ruth Whitehead
Whaley, embarked upon a distin-
guished career as an attorney, ad-
vocate and public servant. Active
nationally on behalf of welfare
reform, among other issues,
Whitehead Whaley served on the
New York City Board of Estimate
from 1951 until 1973, and on the
City Council during the 1940s .•
Holtzmann successfully defended surviving
members of the Romanov family against
MGM's allegedly slanderous cinematic depic-
tion of them, Noel Coward would ask, "How
famous do you have to be to get on Fanny's
List?" The answer: Very famous, indeed.
Fanny Holtzmann's
father had been influential
in New York City Jewish
circles, through which she
met Benjamin Cardozo
(who sponsored her admis-
sion to the New York State
An indifferent student from a Jewishquarter of Brooklyn, Fanny Holtz-mann went to work as a law-office
secretary in 1918 and lasted barely a week.
While less than dazzled by her clerical skills
- she had none - her employer recognized
a keen intelligence and vibrant sense of life,
and suggested that she really ought to go to
law school herself. In 1919, she did just that,
Alger Hiss introduced her to Adlai Stevenson;
Dwight Eisenhower was a friend with whom
she shared Sunday-painting tips.
The pace of her life never ebbed, nor
did the list of her accomplishments cease to
grow. It was Fanny Holtzmann who convinced
the end of one of her marriages; who became
so proficient at late-blooming hobbies of
painting and sculpture that the collectors of
her work included Shaw, Eisenhower, Vivian
Leigh, the Philadelphia Museum of Art and
noted art book publisher and international
art patron Henry Abrams.
At her death in 1975,
FmlllY Holtzmml11 in 1m MaHhat/tiIl law office dllring the late 1920S
George Bernard Shaw to allow his Pygmalion
to be musicalized as My Fair Lady; who
pushed Gertrude Lawrence into her great tri-
umph in The King and I;who established Las
Vegas as the divorce capital of the world by
dispatching Doris Duke into residency there at
Fanny Holtzmann was still a
woman of such extraordi-
nary style that a New York
Times obituary quoted Noel
Coward's assessment of her
as "incomparable." The
word "indescribable" might
have applied equally well,
as Moss Hart once noted.
"It is a sore temptation to
set down ... a life-sized por-
trait of Fanny Holtzrnann,"
wrote the celebrated play-
wright, "but for one thing
Fanny is a little larger than
life, and for that reason
quite unbelievable ... Suffice it to say that
Fanny is a small, delicate, mouse-like creature
given to wearing floppy hats in the spring and
creating a first impression of wistful helpless-
ness. Helpless indeed! Fanny is about as help-
less as the Bethlehem Steel Company ... "
delegation to the first organizational confer-
ences of the United Nations, and in 1947
helped deliver the crucial Chinese vote in favor
of the U.N.'s partition of Israel. Fanny became
not just a show-biz legend, but a highly regard-
ed member of the international community.
choosing Fordham because its evening divi-
sion classes would allow her to work during
the day.
Holtzmann talked her way into a
day job with a two-person law firm 20 flights
downstairs from Fordham Law in the Wool-
Bar) and Felix Frankfurter.
The influence of such pow-
erful people helped guide
her into a second phase of
her career in the late 1930s
6
worth Building. The firm's attorneys were
themselves recent law school graduates, and
had come to be well known within the New
- as a tireless volunteer onYork City theatrical community as an easy
touch for actors seeking free legal advice.
Still unable to type, Fanny concentrated on
expanding this sideline into a paying enter-
prise, and by the time of her graduation from
Fordham in 1922 she had established the
behalf of Jewish refugees
from the Nazi regime. At
the conclusion of World
War II, she became special
counsel for the Chinese
firm as indispensible to such notables as
Clifton Webb (on whose b~half she averted
IRS action), Fred Astaire (whose first screen
contract she negotiated) and Trevor Howard
(for whom she got Immigration Service clear-
ance to work in this country). By the time
I
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1930
The us (ensus shows 3,385 Amerimn women
in low, represennng roughly 2.5 percent of the
profession.
1931
Gladys lowles Root betomes Amerim's fiot
female celebfi~ criminal lawyer by successfully
defending a Filipino gordener against a (olifornio
statute forbidding his marriage to II Caucasian
woman. Known for the flamboyance of her dress
and manner, Root oppeurs before the US.
Supreme (ourt sporhng a 1911<orot topaz pin
and a rope of white monkey fur.
302 Broadway,
for thirty years the home
of Fordham Urw School
CALLIED A 'LEGAL' MIN1D.
NOT W1HlATH§ LOOSELY
hroughout the 1930s,
female enrollment
in American law
make their mark regardless of the
scarcity of their numbers. Mildred
Fischer was Editor-in-Chief of the
Law Review in t 936, and she and
her classmate Elizabeth Duffy
shared top academic honors at
graduation that year. Sadie Baris,•
who had come to Fordham with a
full four-year degree from Hunter
College, was not far from the top
of her 150-memberclass in 1932.
Of the 10women who got Ford-
ham Law degrees that year, six
managed to graduate with honors.
It came as something of a surprise
to Baris, therefore, when she set
off into the job market and dis-
covered every door closed. 'The
Depression gave law firms still
another excuse for not hiring US,"
she recalled for Karen Berger
Morello's book, The Invisihle Bar
(Random House, 1986). "At every
single interview I was asked how I
could possibly expect to be con-
sidered when there were men out
there with families to support. It
was bad enough I wasn't going to
get a job with any of those law
firms - on top of it they insisted
on making me feel guilty, too."
Barisended up taking a clerking
job for $5 a week, and being
grateful to get it. "Asa condition
schools declined to
the point at which
the post-suffrage
surge of women into the profes-
sion seemed to have been only
the passing fad some of
its detractors had smug-
ly suggested. Seven
women received degrees
with the Fordham Law
Class of 1930, fewer
than at any time since
that pioneering Class of
1921; for the balance of
the decade, the number
of women graduates in
any given year would
not rise above a dozen.
In all of the United
States, there were just
411 women law gradu-
ates in 1930, roughly 5
percen t of the number
of male law graduates;
10years earlier, the pro-
portion of women to
men was nearly three
times as high.
WOMJENHAVE
AS A RULE, NEITHER THEIR
INCLIINATION NOR THEm
MENTAL RECEPTIVENESS
IS FAVORABLE TO THE
ACQUISITION OF LEGAL
KNOWLEDGE,"
From an editorial in the
Kansas City Star, i925
The caliber of the women stu-
dents, however, remained suffi-
ciently impressive for them to
8
of getting hired, I had to promise
that Iwould never look into the
top drawer of the senior partner's
desk. I never did And out what he
had in there."
More recently, Baris recalled that
her continued search for a more
appropriate position eventually
took her to the office of Frances
Perkins, the first woman Secretary
of the Ll.S. Department of Labor.
When Perkins, too, offered the
now familiar plea that she could
not in all conscience employ a
woman when there were family
men out of work, Baris "gave up
and went home to Queens and
went into business on my own.
It was a very lucky thing, as it
turned out," she says now,
"because I'm 84 years old and
still in practice, and there isn't a
law firm in the country where
I'd be able to say that."
Baris, now Mrs. Turak and a
widow, devoted 10 years exclu-
sively to the establishment of a
1932
Fordham records its first known pr{](!ice of
ladies' Day, the low school ITodinon in which
some professors set aside a single closs to mil
upon the women students, who are then left
in silence for the remainder of the term.
varied civil-law practice, delaying
even marriage until she felt she
could spare the time from her
work. Still a resident of Queens,
she is the mother of a daughter
who decided at an early age "not
to go into law because all the time
she was growing up the phone
was always ringing for me around
dinnertime, and she hated that.
When she was old enough to
begin thinking about a career,
law was still difficult territory for
women - it is now, even today.
But, you know, I never felt any-
thing but great warmth and sup-
port from the men in my class at
school. There was never the
slightest sense of competing for
places or grades. It was the
Depression; we all helped each
other out. One of my closest
friends was an Italian boy who
had several sisters at home, and
who showed me how to pull on a
sweater without mussing my hair,
how to ride an escalator -
important things." •
Sadie Baris Turak, graduate of Fordham Laws
Class of '932, recalls being told hy thefe",ale
Secretary of Labor that her fmploylllwt ill the
legal profession lVould deny the rights of a bread-
winning husband and father.
1934 1936
Fordham low's evening session is expanded to a
faur-year program.
Fordham low is admitted to the Amencan As.,.
cialion of low Schools ond receives certification
from the ABA.
9
1930
The us (ensus shows 3,385 Amerimn women
in low, represennng roughly 2.5 percent of the
profession.
1931
Gladys lowles Root betomes Amerim's fiot
female celebfi~ criminal lawyer by successfully
defending a Filipino gordener against a (olifornio
statute forbidding his marriage to II Caucasian
woman. Known for the flamboyance of her dress
and manner, Root oppeurs before the US.
Supreme (ourt sporhng a 1911<orot topaz pin
and a rope of white monkey fur.
302 Broadway,
for thirty years the home
of Fordham Urw School
CALLIED A 'LEGAL' MIN1D.
NOT W1HlATH§ LOOSELY
hroughout the 1930s,
female enrollment
in American law
make their mark regardless of the
scarcity of their numbers. Mildred
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her classmate Elizabeth Duffy
shared top academic honors at
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1937
Women are admined to the New York City Bar
AssQ[iaian. Helen L Bunenwieser breaks the
New Ya~ l"Jal ~d Society's langotonding ITad,
lion of refusing to assign women ottorneys to
ony court proceeding involving sex crimes.
1938
Fordham law graduate Fortune Ve<charellia
is crowned Queen of the lady lowye" by the
Queens (ounty Women's Bm Association,
founded three years earlier bemuse women
were not eligible for membe"hip in the r"Jular
County Bor Associaian, which also did not elect
a rayal court.
1939
New Yark City Mayar Fiorello laGuardia's Deputy
Commissioner of licenses, attorney Dorothy
Kenyon, dedines to han hurlesque in the City,
argUing that to do so would eliminale "the only
beauty in the Jives of icemen end messenger
boys."
New York Governor Thomas E.Dewey first distinguished himself inlaw and politics with his successful
prosecution of New Yorkmob boss Charles
"Lucky" Luciano for running a prostitution
ring uncovered by 1932 Fordham graduate
Eunice Hunton Carter.
An AfricanAmerican of impeccable
academic credentials, Carter earned both a
bachelor's and a master's degree from Smith
College. WilliamC. Dodge, New YorkCoun-
ty DistrictAttorney, hired her soon after law
school, making her the first black woman
Assistant District Attorney in the State of
New York.
Her assignment was at the lowest
end of the criminal-prosecution pecking
order, representing the Cityincase after case
of street prostitution. Carter quickly noted
and became intrigued by the fact that a
high percentage of the young women she
prosecuted were represented by the same
attorney, told basicallythe same story to the
judge, and were bailed out of jail by the
same bondsman. When she reported these
Emlice Carter as a public prosecutor in the 19305
observations to her boss, Dodge dismissed
them as coincidence. Carter, though, was
not dissuaded. A short time later Dewey
was appointed special prosecutor for an
investigation of New YorkCity corruption,
and she took to him her suspicions that
prostitution was among the numerous felo-
nious enterprises that had been taken over
by organized crime.
10
Dewey hired Carter at once, making
her one of the "twenty against the under-
world," as his staff of young, aggressive
associates was known. It was Dewey's plan
for them to attack the underworld through
a crackdown on loansharking operations,
but Carter pressed for an investigation of a
possible prostitution syndicate. Dewey
agreed, and during the course of one week
in the spring of 1936 dispatched a force of
160 City policemen to arrest prostitutes in
allfive boroughs.
Carter personallygrilledhundreds of
young women, emerging finally with hard
evidence of a $12 million prostitution ring
controlled by four mob families under
Luciano'ssupervision.
The investigation resulted in the
City's first successful prosecution of orga-
nized crime, and Dewey was rewarded
with the discredited Dodge's job as New
YorkCounty District Attorney. Among his
first acts was the appointment of Eunice
Hunton Carter as his chief of special
investigations.
~----------------------------
1942
Catherine Noyes Lee is nomed a partner ot Cod-
woloder Wickeohom & Toft, IB veers otter ioin~
ing the firm as the first female low ossodote on
Wall Street.
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hen the
United
States
formally
entered
World
War II in 1941, law school
attendance at Fordham dropped
14 percent overnight. By 1943,
the Law School had contracted
to a size unseen since 1908:
66 full-time students, 180 part-
timers, and a faculty of four. Once
again, as before the first world
war, Fordham considered dosing
down its Law School until the
men came back from combat.
This time there was no sugges-
tion that tuition from women
1943
Fordham IJJw moves to 302 Braodwoy, which
will remain it home for more than 20 yea". A
Chicago newspaper identifies Elizabeth Ooogon,
newly appointed head of the legal deportment
at US lfe Insurance, as the highestionking
female ottorney in AmeriClln"business.
1944
Fordham IJJw makes available accelerated pro-
grams of srudy lor edng srudent, in order Iu
clear the way for on onhcipoted deluge of new
enrollment at the end of World War II.
,.students would likely make lip
any of the shortfall. The decline
in women enrollment already
evident in the 1930s grew more
pronounced in the decade that
followed. In fact, Fordham grad-
uated more women in the 18
years between 1921 and 1939
than it would for the 25 years
after that.
,.
"My mother went to school with
far more girls than I did," says
Ellin Mulholland, a 1955 gradu-
ate whose mother, Natalie
McCarthy, graduated from Ford-
ham Law in 1927. "There were
eight or 10 in her class at the
beginning, I think, and never
more than two in mine - with a
third transferring in at the end of
the last year. I don't know what
happened:' says Mulholland, for
30 years a partner at Manhattan's
Herzfeld & Rubin. liltjust wasn't a
time, I guess, when women were
that aware of the options avail-
able to them"
There was a reason for that, sug-
gests Grace Corcoran Kennedy,
one of four women graduates of
the Class of 1940, now a Phila-
delphia attorney whose back-
ground includes accomplish-
ments in the worlds of corporate,
academic and public-service law.
"Iwas born and raised in Albany,
which is all politics, it's aliI ever
knew, and so from the earliest I
can remember I was going to be a
lawyer. In 1937, when I was get-
ting ready to graduate from the
College of St. Rose, I went over
to get an application for the
Albany Law School. The dean of
admissions handed me an appli-
cation, but told me that there
wasn't any point in filling it out,
because, he said, 'We don't have
any women in the Law School
and we don't want any women in
the law school. And besides: he
said, 'the Law School doesn't
have a ladies room." (As recently
as 1961, the Law School at
Notre Dame University turned
down Margaret Hill, now
Broadway producer Peggy
Rosenkranz and a 1964 gradu-
ate of Fordham Law, for simi-
lar reasons of plumbing. It
should be noted that Class of
1994 Fordham Law graduate
Carol Zabar, of New York
City's prominent food-retailing
family, has contributed in excess
of $100,000 specifically for the
construction of women's rooms in
the Fordham Law Library.)
II
Corcoran Kennedy recalls being
"more surprised than angry" at
the dean's remarks, "especially
since I had several friends who
had been accepted by Albany
Grace Corcoran Kelll1edy, below, ill a
photograph lakm arolOld Ihe lime oj her
1940 gradfwtiolJ Jro111 Fordham Law.
Above left is her sisler,Mary lalle, a
1942 graduate.
1946
Fordham begins requiring four yeo" of under-
groduote study as Q prerequisite for admission to
the lJJw SchooL
1948 1949
Law, and my grades were better
than any of them. But I gulped
and said, 'Well, all right, then,
where can I goi 'No
place,' he said, at least no
place that he'd ever heard
of. And that was that.
Luckily, the speaker at Illy
graduation from St. Rose
was [longtime Fordham
professor] John Blake,
who said that he couldn't
understand why his law
school didn't get more
women, so off I headed
for New York. But they
wouldn't tell YOUi they
really wouldn't - men,
many of them. After I'd
already started at Ford-
ham, I remember going
back to Albany Law and
to the dean of admissions
and I remember saying to
him, 'Well, why? Why
didn't you tell me? What
are you so afraid of?' So he
told me. He said, 'The law
will change if women are
let in.' And he was fight,
of course."
WOMEN HAVE
MADE A PLACE FOIR
THEMSELVES IN THE LAW
IBU1rj ..,OPI'ORTUNlTIES STILL
ARE LIMITED, AND THE
]FACULTY IS WELL AWARE
THAT MANY ABLE MEN ARE
TURNED AWAY FROM OUR
DOORS EVERY YEAR. IT IS OUR
EXPECTATION THAT WE WILL
ADMIT ONLY A SMALL NUM-
IflER OIPUNUSUALLY QUALI-
IPITEDWOMEN STUDENTS, IPOR
THE PRESENT. AT LEAST.
Deal! EnviH Griswold, in JJ;S
f 949 alJlJOllrlcttllt'ld that Haroard
Law w(JlIld admit female studffits the
followil1g year
In order tu appoint Celio Goetz as the fi"t
female prosecutor of the Nuremberg wm crimes
trial, the chief prosecutor signs a waiver of dis-
ability - the disability being Goetz's gender.
Women's groups pressure President Truman to
nome NYU groduate florence Ellinwood Mien
us the frst woman an the us. Supreme Court.
Truman decides against doing so becouse, "The
Justices don't wont a woman. They couldn't sit
mound with their rohes off and their feet up and
discuss the problems.'"
senior attorney for the SUIl Oil
Co. - never the senior attorney,
she points out, even though she
organized the department and
supervised its growth from two
attorneys to more than 80 before
her retirement 10 years ago. Her
own experiences have left her
deeply sensitized to all forms of
gender discrimination; what she
hasn't known firsthand she has
learned from her sister, Cleveland
attorney Mary Jane Sims, one of
six CUI/I laude graduates of the Ford-
ham Law Class of t 942, who not
long ago lost a protracted job-
discrimination suit against the
Veteran's Administration. (Mrs.
Sims was represented by her son,
a California attorney.)
about litigation? And they said,
'No, women can't do litigation.' So
I ended up in administrative law,
which turned out fine, because it
was a new field, and growing, and
the men hadn't staked their claim
on it yet. I had worked at this
same firm all the way through law
school, and I knew all the partners
by their first names, and I
thought, 'Well, these are men of
good Willi why would they mis-
lead me?' If they tell me that
women can't do tax work, then
women can't do tax work. Well, it
wasn't long before I found out that
all the young men they were hir-
ing, recent Ivy League graduates
whom I trained, were making 30
to 50 percent more money than I
was. The '40s were a time of inno-
cence, but boy, that certainly was
the end of mine." •"Things happen today that you
can recognize and deal with," says
Corcoran Kennedy. "Back then it
was more subtle. I remember sit-
ting in torts class and thinking,
'Gee, how come whenever there's
an accident it's always the woman's
fault?' I remember at my first job,
clerking for a Wall Street finn for
$30 a week and being turned
down for tax work, even though
my undergraduate degree was in
economics, because 'Women
couldn't do taxes.' Well. what
Corcoran Kennedy
includes among her professional
credentials 12years spent as a
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Gloria Crowley Markuson, of the Classof 1946, is almost certainly the mostpublished author in the world.
A Westchester County attorney and
resident, Crowley Markuson has authored more
than 200 volumes of the Matthew Bender legal-
treatise series, including all 22 volumes on sur-
rogate law, 20 on real property, 18 on New York
civilpractice - "and so on," as she says. "Even
1 can't keep track of them all."
She entered into her association with
Matthew Bender by accident in 1947, after a
fruitless search for a suitable job produced no
offers above the level of clerk or secretary. She
went to work temporarily as a part-time title
examiner, discovered a market for her services,
and in a few short months opened a small prac-
tice of her own. Bender, as it happened, needed
someone to prepare its volume on title exami-
nation. "Someone put us together, and 1guess
we made a good match," she says, with charac-
teristic understatement.
As Gloria Crowley, the gently reared
daughter of a Wall Street banker, she was one
of three women in her Fordham class - the first
class to enter at the new building at 302 Broad-
way. "I remember that the subway down there
was considered dangerous, even then, and a
group of the men used to walk me to the train
every night. They were very protective, almost
brotherly. On VJ Day in 1945, everything was
pandemonium at the Law School; you can't
imagine the excitement, the crowds. Some of
the boys asked me if 1wanted to go out and
have a beer with them, to celebrate, and 1said
no, thank you, my mother didn't allow me to
drink beer. And so a group of them took me to
Schrafft's and bought me a big soda or a
sundae. That was my night out with the boys, to
celebrate the end of the War. Some of them are
stillmy friends."
Crowley Markuson's memories of the
all-male Fordham faculty are not so universally
sanguine. She recalls in particular a spring day
in 1944. "They were remodeling the outside of
the building:' she says, "and it was very warm
that year, so the windows were open. The noise
of the jackhammers was terrible; sometimes
you really couldn't hear at all. One day 1was
asked a question by a professor, and 1replied
with the correct answer. But he didn't hear me,
because of all the noise, and he assumed that 1
hadn't answered, couldn't answer, and he said
that 1 was stupid."
Gloria Crowley had graduated from
high school at 15, and in this spring of 1944 was
just beginning a grueling stretch of accelerated
study that she'd undertaken at the dean's
request, "to make room for the men who were
coming back from the war - he was very clear
about that." Untilthat minute in her life,no one
had ever challenged her intelligence. "Iwas furi-
ous:' she remembers. "I was so mad my face
must have been all scrunched up and the pro-
fessor said, 'Miss Crowley, are you planning to
cry?' 'No, Professor: I said, 'I am simply waiting
for you to recover from your emotional upset
so that 1can repeat the correct answer.' He
turned purple, I remember. He really did."
Class oj 1946 Fordham Law graduate Gloria Crowley Markusoll illcllldes Clmollg her pIlblished wriliHgs no fewer Ihan
200 volumes of Ihe Matthew Bet1der legallreatise series.
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Noone in Fordham's history has ever with disabled children twice a week, attend- disabilities, devised and administered spe-evidenced more energy or a steeli- ed to the rigorous demands of her own phys- cial programs for them, and became one ofer will than Frances Berko, whose ical therapy - all the while commuting to America's most admired spokespersons for
father graduated from Fordham in the 302 Broadway from the Bronx. the civilrights of the disabled.
momentous year of 1918, and who herself In the three dozen years after her In1980,Governor HughCarey named
received a law degree from the school in Law School graduation, Berko picked up Berko New YorkState's Advocate for the Dis-
1944 - near the top of her class at only 21 advanced degrees in vocational rehabilita- abled, a position to which Governor Mario
years of age and physicallychallenged
by a lifetime of cerebral palsy.
After Berko received her
undergraduate degree from Hunter
College, an offhand remark by a col-
league of her father's diverted her
from the social work career she
planned. "You know, Frances has a
legal mind," said the family friend,
dismissed by Berko as "stating that I
could think logically and therefore
was atypical of my gender." None-
theless, Berko set off to get an edu-
cation in the law.
She immediately excelled
at Fordham. Her first-year grades
brought her a bid from the Law
Frances Berko portrait by artist Frank Peterson
Cuomo has continued to reappoint
her ever since. In that capacity, she
supervises a staff of 22, administers a
budget of $1.25 millionand serves as
a principalpolicyadvisor to the gover-
nor and legislature.
Among the countless honors
and citations Frances Berko has
received during her long and distin-
guished career is the Fordham Law
Alumni Medal of Achievement,
presented in March 1991, and the
unveiling in 1993 of the portrait of
her that now hangs in the Law
School Moot Court Room. (She was
the first woman Fordham Law grad-
uate so honored.) "I see it but I
Review, which she accepted despite the tion, speech therapy and special education, don't believe it," she was quoted as saying
expressed concern of one of her professors helped found United Cerebral Palsy, and at the time of the unveiling. "I don't deserve
that her reliance on a wheelchair might contributed to the drafting of legislation it. Alii did was what Iwas taught to do: Do
somehow limither abilities. Inher senior year, benefitting handicapped people in New my own thing." Fordham University will
Berko served as associate editor of the Law York State and elsewhere. She taught chil- award Berko an honorary Doctor of Laws
Review, managed honors grades, worked dren and adults with profound and multiple degree at commencement this year.
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1950
The lost holdout against coeduconon among
major low schools, HONord admits women for
the first nme. Federol census figures show that
women account for 3.5 percent of the U.5.legol
profession, a decline from the 5.5 percent they
hod represented 10 years before. Of T,139 low
faculty members in the United States, five are
women.
he defining event
for Fordham Law
dud ng the decade
of the '50s was the
death of Dean
Ignatius Wilkinson
in 1953, 30 years after he took
over administration of the school.
Wilkinson had kept the tnsrtru-
tion intact through an extraordi-
narily volatile period - when he
became dean, there were slightly
more than 300 students; by 1924
there were nearly five times that
number - but in some respects
the Law School that survived him
was in stasis. Fordham's once
precedent-setting curriculum had
changed little since the late
1930s. The Law Library remained
severely limited at a scant 30,000
volumes. Enrollment hovered
around 700, roughfy half what it
had been in 1924.
•
Wilkinson's eventual successor,
William Hughes Mulfigan, took
office in 1956 with a profound
personal sense of mission bred of
his own history with Fordham. A
1942 graduate of the Law Schoof
(a classmate of the younger Cor-
coran sister, and a close friend to
both), Mulligan was the first Law
School Dean who was also its
1955
Fordham low School morks its fiftieth onniver-
sOlYwith no formal acknowledgement of its
women students; a lexogrom article includes a
17'Word mennon of the orrivol of women, mis-
stuling the first yeor as 1919.
product. The changes he under-
took were immediate and sweep-
ing, including the implementa-
tion of a tightened selective-
admissions program, introduction
of numerical grades and class
rankings, the inauguration of
aggressive placement efforts
within major New York City law
firms, and an unabashed willing-
ness to take advantage of the fact
that Fordham graduates were
demonstrably coming into their
own in the corporate law firms of
Wall Street, LaSalle Street and
Connecticut Avenue.
•
Wi th the more visionary mern-
bers of the University's central
administration, Mulligan shared
the dream of a built-to-order Man-
hattan campus that would eventually
house the Law School. In this
goal, he was significantly aided
by one of the women who had
studied before him at Fordham
Law. In 1956, the University
received a pledge of $1.3 million,
at that time the largest donation
in its history, from a family foun-
dation headed by 1931 Law
Schoof graduate Philomena Mar-
ciano. Fordham President Lau-
rence J. McGinley, S.)., credited
the bequest as the stimulus that
ultimately brought to life the
dream of a Lincoln Center
campus.
•
Things were much quieter among
the handful of women actually
present on the Fordham Law
campus during the 1950s. The
school would graduate no more
than two dozen women during
the entire decade. Among these,
however, are some of the most
distinguished names on its alumni
roster, including Irene K. Duffy,
who, 20 years after her gradua-
tion in 1957, would become one
of New York State's first woman
Family Court judges. Noreen
McNamara, a t 951 graduate,
became that year one of the first
woman associates hired by Mill-
bank, Tweed, Hadley & McCloy.
McNamara, in whose memory a
distinguished Fordham Law lec-
ture series is named, was a woman
of numerous accomplishments in
many walks of life. ("Next to her,
I feel like a dropout," said Califor-
nia Judge Marilyn Hall Patel,
Fordham Law '63, after delivering
the McNamara Lecture in 1990.)
Before her untimely death in
1984, McNamara raised six chil-
dren, played championship golf,
cultivated a prize-winning gar-
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1957
Bnnsh sociologist Erwin Smigel pubfishes h.
landmark sludy, The Wol/Street I.owyer, which
assesses discrimination oguinst women within
the profession tu be porticulorly acute in lorge
law firms. "This reserorcher come across only
one waman portner practicing in New York City
bronches of the large low firms," Smigel reports,
den, and became one of the most
sought-after tax attorneys in the
top-bracket environs of Fairfield
County, Connecticut. Etlin Mul-
hoffand of the Class of 1955 was
one of the first two women to
serve on the American Board of
Trial Advocates. And a Queens
school teacher who started at
Fordham Law in 1957 became
the first woman in American
history to run on a major-party
Presidential ticket .•
The late Norew McNamara, after whom a
distinguished Law Schoollectlm serifS is
/lamed, was ail extraordinary woman of
varied achievemmt - a f 951 gradllate oj the
Law School.
II
By virtue of her nomination as Walter Mon- partner who, after the interview, said to me,dale's running mate on the Democratic 'You're wonderful, you're teriffic, but we're notnational ticket in 1984, Geraldine Ferraro hiring any women this year.' Iwas so outraged. I
is arguably the most famous graduate that Ford- got up and said, 'After keeping me here waiting
ham Law School has ever produced. half an hour, you've just told me what my mother
But comparatively little is known about tells me every night - how wonderful Iam.' And
her time as a Fordham night student during the then Iwalked out. Iwillnever forget what I was
late '50s - one of two women in her class - nor wearing that day - I can still describe the exact
of the years immediately thereafter, when she outfit. I can still describe the whole day.
encountered a professi.onal world that was less "After that, I also had five interviews at
than welcoming. Now the managing partner of the New YorkD.A.'s office. At that time they had
Keck, Mahin, Cate & Koether, and the u.s. only one woman, and she had been hired 150r16
Ambassador to the United Nations Human years before. I mean, it was crazy - they really
Rights Commission, Ferraro shared the following weren't hiring women anywhere. So, after these
recollections in 1990: five interviews with Mr. Hogan, they called me
"When Iwas inthe last part of my senior from his office and told me that Igot the job. The
year, I went through five interviews at a major only thing is,they wanted me to start right away. I
Wall Street firm. The job paid $19,000, and after told them Icouldn't start until5eptember because
five years teaching Iwas making $5,000, so I real- I had plans to go to to Europe. What I didn't tell
Iywanted that job. At the fifth interview, I had a them was that Iwas getting married that summer
and the trip to EuropeVice Presidmtial Candidate Geraldille Ferraro, Classo] 1960, 011thecampaign trail in 1984.
before they'd hire you, and I was afraid they
wouldn't give me the job ifthey knew.
"So I called Hogan and I said Ijust want
you to know that the reason I'm not going to be
able to start until September is because I'm
going to Europe, and the reason I'm going to
Europe is that I'm going on my honeymoon.' A
few days later they called back and said, 'Thanks,
but no thanks.' Idid not get the job.
"There were a bunch of us from Ford-
ham who couldn't get jobs for one reason or
another. Part of it probably was that Fordham
did not have the reputation then that it does
today. Those big firms were closed to a lot of
people then. I don't know how Mort Meyer's
marks were, but I should think that if he had
tried to look for a job down on Wall Street then,
it would have been hard for him too, as a Jew
who went to night school. So what we did,
Mort and some others, was set up a firm called
Meyer, Ferraro, Moore and Cannon - we got
was my honeymoon. In the order by pulling names out of a hat. We all
fact, I had not worn my kept our regular jobs. Mort was in insurance
engagement ring to the somewhere, and I was teaching. We couldn't
interviews,which I guess afford to hire a secretary. I did the typing: Iwas
was a little sneaky - the only one, I think, who knew how to type.
because Iwas a Catholic We did not have money for offices, but we had
woman getting married a great name, great cards.
and they. would know "We did that for a couple of years, until
that I'd probably start I had my daughter, and then I bowed out. It
having babies. In those wasn't until my youngest was in school full time,
days, you had to make a in 1974, when I was 38, that I actually went to
three-year commitment work for real."
1960
(ensus figures show ~at lhe proportion of
women in ~e legal profe~ion was unchanged
in ~e 10 yeo" of ~e 19505; women s@ make
up fewer ~on 4 percent of 011low sch(){)1odmis·
sions. At Fordham, there ore three women in the
entering dass.
1961
Forty yeo" after the fi"t groduotion of women
at Fordham low School, ~e groduoting c10~of
1961 brings to 500 ~e number of women who
have token degrees from Fordham low.
~
I
--liliiii yen the most casual
observer could have
detected a sense of
moment at the Ford-
ham Law School from
__ • the start of the 1960s,
an era that began with the elec-
tion of a dynamic young U.S.
president and a palpable sense of
hope. Fordham's sea change began
in 1961, with the relocation of the
Law School from 302 Broadway
to its much anticipated new up-
town horne, at what would even-
tually become Lincoln Center.
Within the Fordham: community,
the new Law School quarters, and
the consolidation in 1969 of all
Manhattan-based colleges and
programs at Lincoln Center,
marked a break with the past that
was too much for some of the
institution's old guard. Among
those faculty and staff to leave
with the move uptown was Law
School registrar Mary Long, a fix-
ture at all four incarnations of the
Law School since she joined the
staff in 1928.
For nearly 40 years, it was widely
said that Mary Long "ran" the Law
School, and although this was not
at all the sort of thing she would
have said - it would likely have
sounded a trifle patronizing to her
no-nonsense ears - there was at
least an element of truth to it.
Certainly, she had seen too many
students and faculty come and go
to be daunted by titles, moods or
passing fancies. Even deans came
and went during her long tenure,
and the last of them for whom she
worked remained "BillyMulligan"
as he'd been as a student trying
too late to change his class sched-
ule. The present dean, Class of
1961 graduate John Feerick, cred-
its Mary Long with serving as the
Law School's unofficial placement
office during much of her time
there. It was Mary Long - who
was always referred to as such,
never as Mary or Miss Long-
who sent him down to see 1927
graduate William Meagher for a
summer job at his small but grow-
ing Wall Street firm, Skadden,
Arps. Slate, Meagher & Florn.
In the absence of any
women on the faculty,
Mary Long served an
especially strong role as
mentor to many of
Fordham's women stu-
dents. Among them was
Lucille Buell, who vividly
recalls strolling into the
registrar's office in 1944 only to
make tentative inquiries and end-
ing up being bustled off into John
Blake's torts lecture, where she
was greeted by one of the profes-
sor's most characteristically baleful
greetings. "Young woman," he
asked, "what are you doing in my
class?" Later, Buell confided what
had happened to Mary Long, who
told her, "Oh. don't let that bother
you. You'll need courage to be-
come a lawyer. Now, by the way,
do you have any money?" (Profes-
sor Blake's daughter, Frances, a
1945 Fordham Law graduate,
would in 1966 become executive
director of its
alumni associa-
tion, a post
she would
hold until
her retire-
ment in
1986.)
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1965
A study of ~e New Yo~ legal profession puts
at three the number of women partners in major
Crty low firms.
K AM JLOATHJE
TOAIBANDON
THE LAW, BUT MY
PHYSICIAN WARNS
ME AGAINST TRYING
CASES IN COURT.
Mary Pad'lford. 'h, till,
character ilt Charles
Moores 1886 short story;
'The Womall Liwyer,"
shortly after harsh words
by her male opposing
counsel cause her to faint
dead away before the
bench.
Patricia Hy"es oj the Class oj '966
is thefirst woman lIame partner ill a
major American law firm.
1966
New Yo~ Domesne Court is
reorgonized and renamed
Family Court, thereby pro_Ii-
ing a forum for beo;ng child
abuse and other demestc
violence cases.
1961
Harvord law officially puts a
stop \0 the prom" of ladies'
Day.
I
I,
•
Among women law students of
the 19605, the principal concern
was the lack of challenging
employment opportunities after
graduation. Patricia Hynes of the
Class of 1966 was one of the
lucky few to f nd a job just a year
after getting her degree - as an
Assistant United States Attorney
for the Southern District of New
York. With the Vietnam War
draining off many young men
who might otherwise have been
practicing in the office, Hynes
found herself being given some of
the courtroom work that she had
hoped since childhood to do. She
quickly made a name for herself
as a tough and thorough litigator
whose blue-collar Queens back-
ground gave her a particular feel
for practicing law in the city.
•
By the end of the 1960s, Hynes
had moved from the civil to the
criminal division, and in 1971
was made chief of the U.S. Attor-
ney's consumer fraud unit. She
left the office in 1982 as Execu-
tive Assistant Attorney General,
the highest position ever held
by a woman in that office until
President Clinton named her
colleague, Mary )0 White,
United States Attorney for the
Southern District of New York in
1993. In 1983, Hynes joined an
83-attomey private firm specializ-
ing in complex securities and
commercial litigation, and in 1993
was made a name partner - the
first woman name partner in any
major American law firm - of
what is now Milberg Weiss Ber-
shad Hynes & Lerach.
•
This year, Hynes chairs the 75th
anniversary celebration of women
at the Fordham School of Law,
a role she relishes as much as she
did the trial advocacy classes she
taught nights from 1978 to 1983.
'Those of us who are products
of the '60s have a very special in-
sight into the way things have
changed," she says, "and an
appreciation for the way things
haven't." In 1968, a member of
the U.S. Attorney's office invited
her to serve as cheerleader for an
office softball game; that, she
says, would not happen today.
But a man seeking to advance his
career at the expense of a woman
in his office - oh, absolutely. "It's
a competitive environment," she
says. 'The fact is, the men aren't
that nice to each. other." •
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Even if you never end up using it in anyconventional sense, says theatrical pro-ducer Peggy Rosenkranz, "a law degree
is never a bad thing to have."
Rosenkranz,Class of 1964, whose most
recent hits include David Mamet's controversial
Oleanna and the prize-winning Marvin'sRoom, is
one of two women producers educated, inturn,
by Fordham Lawinthe 1960s - the other being
LizMcCann, Class of 1966, whose most recent
New Yorkproduction is Edward Albee's Pulitzer
Prizewinning Three TallWomen.
Wrth McCann in the night division and
Rosenkranz studying during the day, the two
never met at Fordham, and indeed it was not
until the 1980s that the two discovered their
common backgrounds. "The theatrical world is
a little flaky," says Rosenkranz, "and so when-
ever Imeet someone Itell them right away that
I'm a lawyer, so they know I've got my head on
straight, and when Isaid this to Liz,she said, 'Oh
really, so am I.' Then I said Fordham, and she
said Fordham, and, well, the world is every bit
as small as they say."
Rosenkranz graduated first, as Mar-
garet Hill, a member of the LawReview editori-
al board, and winner of a coveted clerkship with
Judge Kenneth B. Keating of the New York
State Court of Appeals. She practiced enter-
tainment law at Greenbaum, Wolff& Ernst, cor-
porate law at Gulf & Western, and served as
assistant counsel to the Commission of Reap-
portionment of the New YorkState Legislature, ting the agenda and so forth, whichcomes from the the only 12 jobs around. So I started networking,
before retiring to volunteer and part-time pro- kindof logicyou learn in law.Yousure don't learn it which lawschool certainiy teaches you, and before
jects while she raised two children. In the late in theatre." Iknew it Imet Jimmy Nederlander, who was going
1980s, she was serving on the board of a theatre A New York native and a graduate of to a meeting with Jerome Robbins and Igot to go
company in Southampton when a volunteer was Manhattanville College, McCann got a master's in along. Jimmy had always wanted to be a lawyer
soiicited to supervise the next production. "I English at Columbia in the eariy 1960s and then himself, and he was very impressed that Ihad done
said, 'I'll do it, I'll be the producer:" remembers drifted for a whilearound the fringes ofthe Broad- it inmy thirties, and at night, so he offered me a job
Rosenkranz." 'Now what is it that I
have to do?'
"I found out that I liked all
the things a producer had to do, so
I did another play in Southampton,
and then another, and then Ifound
a play I just loved, The Raft of the
Medusa, a very powerful work deal-
ing with AIDS,that Iwanted to pro-
duce in New York. Well, the first
thing you hear when you want to
produce a play isthat you've got to
get an option, and that's enough to
throw most people. But I'm a
lawyer. Ifigured Ican do that.
"That's the thing about a
law degree:' says Rosenkranz, cur-
Theatrical producers Peggy Rosenkranz, 1qt, and Liz McCanll
that he described in pretty vague
terms. The next thing Iknew there's
an article in the paper saying 'Ned-
erlander enters production: Liz
McCann in charge.' We hadn't even
talked about production - I
thought we were running a chain of
theatres,"
First for the Nederlander Organi-
zation, then in a highly successful
partnership withNellieNugent (they
produced The Elephant Man,
Amadeus and Nicholas Nickleby,
i among other hits of the 1980s) and
~
j now as an independent known for
~
sometimes risky but uniformly
worthwhile production tastes (the
rently represented on Broadwaywith the Steppen- way community, where she met a couple of Vanessa Redgrave revivalof Orpheus Descending,
wolfTheatre production of The Rise and Fallof Little women theatrical attorneys and decided to follow for example, was hers), McCann isa walkingadver-
Voice,which opened on May1. "It givesyou incred- their example by enrolling at Fordham Law. Her tisement for the kind of confidence her colleague
ible confidence. I'm very new at this business, and notion of a career in entertainment law scarcely Peggy Rosenkranz believes that law training pro-
yet when I'mina meeting withother producers who lasted sixmonths after she got her degree in 1966. vides. "After a play is a hit it's hard to describe why
are a lot more experienced and a lot more know- "It was such a small world," she says now. "You you thought itwould work:' McCann says. "Butthe
ledgeable about the theatrical end of things than I had 12 people practicing entertainment law and first step has to be that you likeit yourself,and that
am, I generally end up running the meeting - set- they weren't going anywhere because they had you can trust your own instincts."
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1970
StoMes in 44 stotes Jequire court action for n
women to ratuin her nome after marriage.
1972
The ACLU files SUITin Ohio court 10 srrike down 0
slole sloMe oUlomarrcollygronnng preference
to o mole heir in the selection of an executor of
on estate - even in cases where the male heir
is certifiably incompetenl.
1973
Army Sergeant Doris Fronliero wins her suit
ogoin~ the ll.S. Deportmenl of Defense,
requiring thaI her husbond ond children
receive the some medicol benefits pro~ded
10 the dependents of 0 mole sevremen of
the someronk.
WOMEN'S
IRJGHllS HAVE
BEEN BROUGHT TO
THE BAR OF MASCU-
LINE KNOWLEDGE
ANiD MANLY CHIVALRY.
THE RESULT IS THAT
WmiEN HAVE SUF-
FEREiD, AND THROUGH
WOMEN ALL HUMANI-
IT HAVESUFFERED ...
Detroit at!omey Martha
Strickland, circa J 89J, as
quoted in Kawl Morellos
The Invisible Bar
omen
became
a major
presence
throughout
Fordham
University for the first time during
the 19705, most dramatically after
the merger with Thomas
More College brought under-
graduate women to the cam-
pus in 1974. Less conspicuous
but of no less far-reaching
consequence was the addi-
tion after 1972 of women to
the faculty of the School of
Law.
•
Lucille Polk Buell from the
class of 1947 was the pio-
neer. Hired in 1972 to teach
legal writing, she arrived
during a time of sustained
tumult that left her emotion-
ally drained - "It was vel)'
difficult not to just say, 'Well,
goodbye' at the end of every
day" - but nonetheless sat-
isfied; she might still be at
Fordham, she says, had she
not been drawn away to
begin a distinguished judicial
career. Appointed first as a
Westchester County Family
Court Judge, she left that post in
1978 when she was elected the
first woman justice of the New
York State Supreme Court. Also in
1972, Fordham hired NYU gradu-
ate Sheila Birnbaum to teach torts
and New York practice. In 1977,
Birnbaum would become the Law
School's first tenured woman pro-
fessor; now a partner at Skadden,
Arps. she heads up that firm's
products-liability department. Still
on the faculty is Fordham Law's
second tenured woman, Professor
Maria Marcus, who came to Ford-
ham in 1978.
•
these legal activists was 1963
Fordham graduate Marilyn Hall
Patel, who would make history in
the '80s by becoming the first
woman judge in the 129-year his-
tory of the Ll.S. District Court of
Northern California, but who spent
the 1970s in the behind-scenes
activity on which the eventual
advancement of countless women
depended.
•
She did not set out to be a trail-
blazer. Following her grad.uation
from the eveni ng division of Ford-
ham Law, Marilyn Hall went to
work handling insurance defense
cases for the small private firm at
which she'd worked her way
through law school. By the early
'70s, she had married and was liv-
ing in San Francisco, raising her
two sons, working a part-time
schedule in defense cases that
involved her increasingly in the
lives of women whose livelihoods
were being negatively affected by
their gender. "Although you'd get
an occasional judge who thought
that begrudgingly he had to com-
ply with the law, the courts were
still not particularly receptive to
employment discrimination
cases," she recalls. "Also, that kind
of litigation is costly - not
The women of Fordham Law
assumed a greater presence on and
off the campus in the 1970s. With-
in the student body, female enroll-
ment increased to 255 by 1975,
24 percent of the total. As more
and more of these young lawyers
passed into the professional world,
however, the extent of institution-
alized limitations against them
became fully clear for the first time
- as did their own unique capaci-
ty to bring about change. The
1970s was a time of milestone liti-
gation in the struggle for women's
rights, most of it championed by
women themselves. Among the
most tireless and creative, and ulti-
mately the most successful, of
20
Jimmy Carter, who appointed more institutions to bring ethnic and racial the first African American woman to servewomen to federal judgeships than all minorities more fully into the legal system. as a chief prosecutor in any of the 93 fed-of his predecessors combined; un- At Fordham Law, which from its earliest eral districts.
abashedly applied the full weight of his history had been open proudly to black From McKenzie Cole's Law School
office to the cause of minority representa- students, aggressive recruitment and finan- 1979 Class, the Hon. Cira Martinez is Ford-
tion at the highest level of professional and cial assistance programs brought a new ham's first Hispanic woman graduate, and
government service. multicultural look to the Law School cam- in 1992 became the first Hispanic woman
Among his landmark appointments pus, and produced some of the institutions appointed to a seat on the Bronx Family
was that of attorney Patricia Roberts Harris most accomplished lawyers. Court. Active on the Family Court Screen-
as the first African American woman to Among them, 1979 graduate Jan-
ice McKenzie Cole was sworn in this year
ing and Oversight Committee, and
involved in community projects ranging
from the South Side Mission to
serve in a federal cabinet post, initially as
Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development, later as Secretary
of Health and Welfare. At her
Senate confirmation hearing in
1977, Harris was questioned
closely about her willingness to
be responsive to the needs of
the socially disenfranchised -
as William Proxmire put it, "to
listen to those who are less
articulate and less likely to be
knocking on your door with out-
standing credentials." With ele-
la/lice McKenzie Cole. Class oj -j 979, at her sweariHg-iH as United Slates Attomey.
God's LoveWe Deliver, Martinez
now serves as a Brooklyn Family
Court Judge.
Among those minority
women accomplished in the pri-
vate sector, Sylvia Fung Chin,
I Fordham Law '77, specializes
o
"fuo
!
"
~
in corporate and commercial
financing transactions for the
New York office of White &
Case, where she is a partner. The
current president of the Asian
gant simplicity, Harris replied, "Senator, I as u.s. Attorney for the Eastern District of American Bar Association - the first
am one of them ... lf my life has any mean- North Carolina - coincidentally, the part woman to hold that post - Sylvia Fung
ing at all, it is [to demonstrate] that those of that state where pioneering black attor- Chin has been instrumental in establishing
who start as outcasts may end up being ney Ruth Whitehead Whaley, Fordham Stitching to Promote Women's World
part of the system." Law '24, once lived and practiced. McKen- Banking, a training agency and resource
The late 1970s was similarly a time zie Cole, who had been a New York City for women interested in establishing small
of affirmative action on the part of many police officer before entering law school, is businesses worldwide.
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body could afford it. Nor do you
necessarily want to put employers
on edge by bringing legal action
against them. We decided that a
preventive
approach was
the better
thing." With
Not long after, Patel helped found
the Legal Defense Fund of the
National Organization for Women,
1976
The ford Adminis~anan Jusnce Deparlnent
bongs about a change in federal tox law that
allaws widows to claim their late husbands'
prapel1y as their own, thereby reducing the
burden of inheritDnce taxes.
1977
Riding an the momentum of the stote legisl~
lure's passoge of the milestone Battered Spouse
Bill, Queens Assistant DistJict Attorney Geraldine
Ferrmo creotes the Spociol Victims Bureau to
handle all coses involving violence against
women, (hildren and the eldedy.
'*'
'*'
two women
associates, Patel
founded Advo-
cates for
Women, which
provided a
range of practi-
cal, job-related
services. includ-
ing basic guid-
ance in career-
planning and
resume-prepa-
ration, while
also undertak-
ing to familiar-
ize employers
and unions
with the poten-
tial of women
in what were
then non-tradi-
tional jobs.
which adopted a similarly 000-
confrontational approach to its
work, not always with ringing suc-
cess. 'The California judicial Edu-
cation Research Project - it is
commonly referred to in California
as Judge's College - was already
underway as probably the preemi-
nent program of its kind in the
country. I remember I wrote to
them and suggested that, based
on my observations of cases I'd
handled, some education of judges
in regard to sex-role stereotyping
would be appropriate, and that we
at the Legal Defense Fund would
like to offer our services. I wish
I'd saved the letter I got back; it
really put me in my place. Anyone
should know that judges talk only
to judges, or to God, and that low-
ly lawyers, particularly women
lawyers, were in no position to tell
them what to do.
"Several year later, I became a
State Court judge and of course
went through Judge's College my-
self. About three years into my
tenure, they started something
called the Mid-Career Judges'
Program, which was to deal with
sensitivity training in areas such as
racial stereotyping, working with
minorities, and so forth, and. I sug-
22
1979
For the first and on~ fme in it histo~, fordham
Low's Moot (ourt teom wins the Nalioml Moot
Court Compennon; leom membeo include Michelle
Doly ond Georgene Voiro.
gested including a program on sex-
ual stereotyping and bias attitudes
toward women, how they affect
judicial decision-making. And they
agreed - because in my position
as a judge I could get a hearing.
Now trs mandatory for judges in
California to go through these
sessions on gender-bias. There's a
similar program in New Jersey,
which was started by a woman,
and in New York, [as well as]
several other states, programs
dealing with bias against women
as lawyers or litigants or Witnesses,
women employees - in general,
how women are treated through-
out the judicial system. And none
of this would have happened if
there were not women on the
bench.".
Judge Marilyn Hall Patel, left,
was all early leader in the effort
to make the law more responsive
towomm.
-r:: 14 women onI~~rdham Law's pre- Fordham Law's mootcourt program; Profes-
sor Janet R. Tracy, a
Harvard Law graduate,
sent faculty represent var-
ied backgrounds and areas
of accomplishment, yet is Director of the Law
Library; Associate Pro-
fessor Gail D. Hollister,
share a common corn-
mitment to advancing the
a 1970 graduate ofrole of women at all levels
Fordham Law and aofthe law.
member of the faculty
since 1977; Associate Professor Jill E. Fisch, a
Seated, front, from
of the faculty since 1983, Director of the Stein
Institute on Law and Ethics.
left to right: Associate Professor Deborah W.
Denno, who received both her law degree and
Ph.D. from the University of Pennsylvania, is a
leading authority on rape law; Associate Clinical
Professor Jacqueline M. Nolan-Haley, who has
developed a mediation program that employs
Fordham Law students in the resolution of dis-
Yale Law graduate, one of a very few women pro-
fessors teaching in the area of corporate law.
Associate Professor Tracy E. Higgins, a
Standing, left to right: Associate Profes-
sor Helen Hadjiyannakis Bender, Class of 1978, a
member of the faculty since 1979, active in 1990 graduate of Harvard Law, teaches feminist
jurisprudence and oversees the battered womenhomeless ness issues; Associate Professor Marc
student project; Associate Professor Deborah A.M. Arkin, holder of a law degree and a Ph.D.
Batts, a Harvard Law graduate active on variousfrom Yale University, director of the Noreenputes in small claims court; Associate Dean and
committees of the Association of the Bar of theMcNamara Lecture Series; Rachel Vorspan,Professor Georgene M. Vairo, a 1979 Fordham
City of New York, including Lesbians and GayAssociate Clinical Professor and Director of LegalLaw graduate and a member of the faculty since
Men in the Profession; Associate Clinical Profes-Writing, a Harvard Law graduate and Fulbright
Scholar; Professor Maria L. Marcus, a Yale Law
1982, chairperson of the Dalkon Shield Claimants
Trust, the $2.5 billion fund for 200,000 women sor Beth G. Schwartz, on the Fordham faculty
since 1987, supervises students working with
battered women.
graduate, a member of the Fordham faculty sinceinjured by the IUD; Professor Mary C. Daly,
1978 and its senior tenured woman, coach ofa 1972 graduate of Fordham Law and a member
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1981
In New Jersey, Mone Gonboldi becomes the first
worn" iusnce of the Stote Supreme Court,
eventuolly to be ioined by 1974 fOldhom low
groduole Amy Chombe".
YES, WEARE
STRONG. ]BUT
NO, WE ARE NOT
ASHAMED OF OUR
TEARS. AND IF WE
LOSE THAT QUALlTY
OF COMPASSION, WE
WILL LOSE OUR BEST
CHANCE TO MAKE A
REAL DIFFERENCE.
Calijomia Trt'GSllref
Kat/Jlml BrowIJJrom Ihe
podimn oj the Democratic
National COHoflltiotl,
New York. 1992
1982
An article in Judicature magazine reports that
women iudges tend to be younger, more liberol,
less interested in polin~ ond less wealthy thon
their mole counterparts, but on overoge possess
u higher level of scholo"hip ond ocodemic
tolent.
1983
Judith Koye becomes the frst femole iudge
of the New YOlkCourt of Appeals, the stote's
highest judiciol body.
~he appointment
of Sandra Day
O'Connor to the
U.S. Supreme
Court in 1981
.01.. signaled the start
of a decade during which women
would begin to achieve the re-
wards of recognition for their 350-
year investment in the American
legal system. At Fordham Law, the
enrollment of women reached and
then exceeded 25 percent of the
total by the the mid-1980s, build-
ing to the point at which in 1990
women would actually outnumber
male students. During the '80s,
women achieved representation in
every major finn in New York
City. Fully 40 percent of the City's
municipal judgeships will be held
by women by the end of the
decade. Women will have assumed
positions of power in numerous
bar associations, including the
Westchester County Bar,where
the installation of t 946 graduate
Gloria Crowley Markuson in 1989
featured an address by her old
Friend, Sandra Day O'Connor.
,...
Yet there remained serious limita-
tions on the professional advance-
ment of women, particularly in the
private sector. A survey of the
careers of big-firm attorneys from
the 1974 class at Harvard Law
revealed that 10 years later barely a
quarter of the women graduates
had made partner, versus more
than half of the men. The percent-
age of female partners among the
top firms rose one percent from
t 982 to 1988, the year in which an
ABA study committee on women
in the profession - chaired by
Hillary Rodham Clinton - noted
that women t a years out of school
were paid on average 40 percent
less than men. Acknowledging the
Widespread prevalence of "overt
and subtle bias" against women in
law, the ABA report counseled
against any "sense of complacency
that the sheer numbers of women
entering the profession will elimi-
nate barriers to advancement."
Among the many and varied fac-
tors involved in this gender dis-
crimination, the ABA report
acknowledged the pervasiveness
of the notion that women lawyers,
as women, will eventually choose
to have children, and that their
maternal responsibilities will ulti-
mately detract from their work.
Whereas for generations female
attorneys had sought to point out
that many of their number do not
have children - and that, in any
case, the supposition is inherently
discriminatory - the '80s saw
something of a tactical change. "I
think we became more realistic,"
says Marian Blank Horn, since
1986 a Ll.S. Court of Claims
Judge, "more honest. Yes, many
of us will have children, and that
certainly will have an impact on
our professional lives. So let's deal
with that."
Following her graduation from
Fordham Law in 1969, Bfank
Horn spent time in private prac-
tice and at the office of the Bronx
District Attorney, where she en-
countered what she describes as
her "worst nightmare" when her
boss told her she could not con-
tinue to litigate after she became
pregnant because "he said it was
unseemly in the courtroom." She
moved shortly thereafter to Wash-
ington, DC with her attorney hus-
band and the first of their three
daughters; for most of the 1970s
she concentrated on motherhood,
while maintaining her legal skills
through volunteer work. "Now, I
think, well, maybe we emphasize
litigation to far too great an extent
anyway. I think maybe there was a
very good reason why for many
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Th, N,w York Smte Commission on Judicial Con-
duct admonishes a district court iudge for various
"inopproprioteH remarks to women ottomeys,
including speculation on their appearance in
bikifiis.
The history of women on the benchdates to the appointment in 1870 ofEsther McQuigg Morris as justice of
the peace in the frontier mining town of South
Pass City, Wyoming. A milliner at the time of
her appointment, Morris had been trained as a
lawyer-she'd been instrumental in drafting
the Women's Suffrage Billof 1869, which made
her state the first in the nation to grant women
the right to vote-but was unable to find
steady work in that field after moving west
1986
Random House publish,s Koren Berger Mor,llo's
Th, Invisible Bar: The Wom,n [owyer in Ameri-
ca, 163B Iv !he Present, th, first and to 60t'
only book of its kind. Now out of pnnt, Morello's
resemch eventually will prove on indisperlsoble
resource for 0 survey of the history of women at
Fordham low.
from Ohio during the CivilWar.
The residents of South Pass were by no
means uniformly accepting of Justice Morris;
among those who argued against a woman on
the bench was her husband, John, who made
such a fuss about the matter in her honor's own
courtroom that she fined him for contempt and
then sent him to jaif when he refused to pay.
According to Karen Morello in The Invisible Bar,
Judge Morris would quiet arguing attorneys
with the straightforward admonition, "Behave
yourselves, boys."
Florence Buel
was the first woman
graduate of Fordham
Lawto serve as a Fam-
ily Court Judge (ap-
pointed in 1973) and
as a State Supreme
1989
An arid, in th, Stanford Low Reviewindicates
that, whil, wcmen mok, up 20 percent of th,
low school teaching populohon, th,y account
for only 10 p"",nt of all tenured prof,sso~ and
6 percent of nil deons.
Judge of the u.s. District Court, Southern Dis-
trict of New York, since 1992_Cira Martinez, a
1979 Fordham Law graduate, is a Judge of the
Family Court of the City of New York, based
now in Brooklyn after a period in the Bronx.
Irene K. Duffy, a 19S7 graduate of Fordham
Law, has been a New York City Family Court
Judge since 1977, and is currently Acting State
Supreme Court Justice for Criminal Jury Trials,
Renee R. Roth, Class of 1969, has been Surro-
gate in New York County since 1983, and an
adjunct professor at Fordham Law since 1980.
Sherry Klein Heiller, Class of 1976, is a Judge
of the Civil Court of the City of New York.
Jacqueline Winter Silberman, 1972, is Chief
Administrative Judge of the Civil Court of the
City of New York.
Among other Fordham Law women
on the bench: Anita Florio, 1963, a New York
1988).
Court Justice (1982 to State Supreme Court Justice recently
Among the
Fordham Lawwomen
in the judiciary today,
clockwise from left
rear: Loretta A.
Preska, Class of 1973,
appointed to the Appellate Division. Tina
Lesser Brozman, Class of 1976, Judge of the
u.s. Bankruptcy Court; New York Civil Court
Judge Eileen Bransten, Class of 1979; and
New York State Family Court Judges Marion
McNulty, Class of 1975, and Rita Gentile
Bolstad, Class of 1957.
Kathleen Brown's rousing speech before the Democratic Nation-al Convention in 1992 brought men and women alike to their
feet with her exhortative tribute to the strengths and potentials of
women in public life. "If Anita Hilltold us anything -other than
the truth - it is that one woman can make a difference:' said the
California State Treasurer, now a candidate to follow her father
(Edmund Sr.lPat) and her brother (Edmund Jr.lJerry) into the gover-
norship. "And if we don't always win the battle, we still won't give
up the fight." A 1985 graduate of Fordham Law, Brown has
been repeatedly and publicly generous in her praise of the Law
School as formative of her profession-
al character and sense of social res-
KalhleeH Brow" addressing the
1992 Democratic COlllJfIltioll.
ponsibility. "I was thrilled by the edu-
cation I got there:' she told The New
York Times last year. "What impressed
me most was the institution's empha-
sis on ethical values in the pursuit of
the profession, the notion that the
only thing you have in the law is your
reputation for integrity." Brown
entered Fordham at age 38, midway
through raising a family with husband Van Gordon Sauter, then pres-
ident of CBS News, now president of Fox Television (and as such the
boss of programming vice president Karen Barnes, a 1973 graduate
of Fordham Law). Including her pre-Fordham involvement in school
board in California, her public life has been marked by impassioned
advocacy and profound - perhaps genetic - political skill.
Among her memories of Fordham, where she won the Mulligan
Moot Court Championship during her first year, Brown includes an
old Quaker saying conveyed to her by Professor Edward
McGonagle: "Be present where you are." As an individual of devel-
oping national stature, Kathleen Brown is very much here.
years trusts and estates were con-
srdered the field to be in if you
were a woman - not only
because it was stimulating and
challenging, but because it had
regular hours. There's nothing
wrong with choosing a field of
practice because it is compatible
with your personal schedule.
"I think the '80s taught us that you
can have it all - that phrase-
but not all at one time," observes
1975 Fordham Law graduate Patri-
cia Ferrari, since 1985 a partner at
Phillips, Ntzer, Benjamin, Krim &
Balian. 'There are those firms that
will make room for a woman with
a family, and those who will not,"
says the mother of five, one of
whom isan attorney (as is her hus-
band). "The firm you've chosen as
the best for your career may be the
worst in terrns of your personal sat-
isfaction. Will you have to say no
to some opportunities? Sure. When
I started law school I had four chil-
dren ages two to seven. When I
graduated I was offered a summer
associate'sposition that I wanted
very, very much, but there was no
question of taking it, I needed that
time to collapse with my family.
Then I went to work part time for
several years, at a firm where I was
very happy, but when it was time
to go full time I had to leave,
because by then they all thought
of me asa mother-slash-lawyer
and I needed to change the order.
You learn to balance."
While acknowledging it as "a lot
easier to juggle family and a law
career in government or academia
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than in private-practice work,"
Mary Daly, who has experience
juggling all three, believes that the
clear-eyed '80s showed women
lawyers that they would have to
make concessions no matter where
their careers took them. "I'm not
sureyou ever achieve a real bal-
ance," she says. "One side of your
life will always predominate over
the other and the fact is that, for a
woman, it'susually the family that
wins." A faculty member since
1983 at Fordham Law, from which
she graduated in 1972, Daly coun-
sels that, "There are times when
you will leave early and come in
late. There are times when you will
short-change your career, accord-
ing to the male standards that are
out there. But that's the point-
they are male standards. I think
female standards should allow us
to accept and be proud that we
have chosen to have responsibili-
ties outside the workplace."
Indeed, says the Hon. Marilyn
Hall Patel, it might even improve
the law: III think somebody who's
a whole person, really, is a much
better lawyer. I worry about some
of these men who don't have a
family, or may have a family that
they never see because they're so
busy accumulating billable hours.
I wonder if they're not too one-
dimensional to be really good at
their work." •
senior vice president and general counsel
of U.S. Trust Company of New York;Mary
McDonald, 1969, senior vice president
and general counsel of Merck & Co.; Eliza-
beth Clancy, 1970, senior vice president
and general counsel of the Coffee, Sugar
and Cocoa Exchange; Betty Santangelo,
1974, first vice president and general
counsel of Merrill Lynch; Anne Vitale, a
1981 graduate, now senior vice president
and associate general counsel of Republic
National Bank; Judith McDonald, Class
of 1975, associate first vice president at
Prudential Bache.
Julia Vahey Shea, also 1975, now
vice president of Morgan Guaranty Trust;
Jeanne Cullinan Ray, 1967, vice president
and assistant general counsel of TIAA-
CREF; Nancy Crossman, Class of 1976,
first vice president and general counsel of
Royse Securities; Melinda Socol-Herbst
from the Class of 1977, vice president and
senior counsel at Dean Witter Reynolds;
Patricia Jehle, a 1980 graduate, now
senior managing director of Bear, Stearns
& Co.; Louise Firestone, Class of 1985,
vice president and counsel of Credit
Suisse; and Margaret Reillyof the Class of
1987, director of legal and business affairs
for the Arts & Entertainment Network.
In corporate law firms, Fordham
women are represented by a group of
accomplished attorneys including 1975
graduate Irene Sullivan, a partner at
Skadden, Arps; Patricia Farren, 1973, first
woman partner at Cahill Gordon & Rein-
del; Susan Buckley, 1977, also a partner
at Cahill Gordon & Reindel; Maureen
Driscoll Donovan, Class of 1966, a part-
ner at White & Case; Barbara Guibord,
Class of 1976, a partner at Chicago's Win-
ston & Strawn.
Ellen Martin, a 1977 graduate, a
partner at Patterson, Belknap, Webb &
Tyler; Beverly F. Chase, also of the Class
of 1977, a partner at Davis Polk & Ward-
well; Winifred Moria, Class of 1949, a
partner at Putney, Twombley, Hall & Hir-
son; Barbara Wrubel, Class of 1981, a part-
ner at Skadden, Arps; and Susan S.
Webster, Class of 1984, now a partner at
Cravath Swaine & Moore.
s early as the 1920s, Philadelphia
attorney Julianne Edward was
complaining in a letter to the edi-
tor of a city newspaper that "the
men of my profession seem will-
ing to allow me to practice law-
so long as it will not take money
from their pockets. The sick, the elderly,
the indigent: these are my clientele, and I
am not ashamed to help them, but what
of the day when my bills come due?"
It was not until the 1980s that
women attorneys became substantially
represented at the high-salaried end of the
profession. Since then, though equity with
their male counterparts still remains a dis-
tant goal - the ABA's 1988 gender study
estimated women's salaries at 40 percent
below men's - significant inroads have
been made by women as corporate coun-
sels or as partners in the most prestigious
corporate firms.
The women of Fordham Law are
to be found in both. Among those promi-
nent in the former category are Maureen
Scannell Bateman of the Class of 1968,
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IThe Law School became tlJf first Fordham
school to urcce to the LiIlCO/1I Center campus
in 1961_ Today, the Law School occi/pies
the original buildillg and a sfmicirclliar
witlg and atrium.
K THINK WJEHAVJE A
MORAL OIBUGATlON TO
ACHIEVE MORR ... WHETHER. WE
ARE WORKING TO ERADICATE GENDER
BIAS IN CHILD-CUSTODY DECISIONS,
OR TO ENSURE THAT THE POOR HAVE
LAWYERS, WE HAVE A RESPONSiBILITY
TO 'MAKE A DIFFERENCE' IN THE
LEGAL SYSTEM AND THE ADMINlSTRA-
TlON OF JUSTICE. MlY HOIPE IS THAT
WHEN HISTORIANS ASSESS TH.E IMPACT
OF THIS EARLY WAVE OF SUCCESSFUL
WOMEN ENTERING ALL CORNERS OF
THE LEGAL PROFESSION, THEY WILL
NOT FIND US WANTING.
Appellate Judge Gladys Kessler; ill
Dis/n"d wwyermagazine, 1983
In some respects, clearly so. As
Judge Marilyn Hall Patel points
out, the presence of women at the
bar and on the bench has expand-
ed and refined case law to include
issues of domestic violence and
sexual abuse, capital crimes and
civil injustices specifically directed
toward women. And in countless
subtler ways, women have extend-
ed the vision of their male col-
leagues. "On the average case,
on New York Telephone vs. Con
Edison, gender doesn't make a bit
of difference," notes the Hon.
Jacqueline Winter Sdbermen. a
1972 Fordham graduate who in
1989 was appointed Chief Ad-
ministrative Judge of the Civil
Court of New York - the first
woman to hold that position. "I
wouldn't decide a case any differ-
ently than my male colleagues,
and even if for some reason I were
tempted to do so I have five men
on the appeals bench above me
who would have a thing or two
to say about it. But I certainly
think that women have educated
the male judiciary on a variety of
issues - matrimonial matters, for
example, the value of domestic
services"
•
Further, Judge Marilyn Hall Patel
believes that women have been
instrumental in expanding the role
of non-litigatory mediation within
~hiS decade's chap-
ter of the history
of women at Ford-
ham Law is being
written as you
..... read this, by the
779 young women who have thus
far graduated from the school in
the 1990s, by the 179 who will
graduate this May, and by the
435 now enrolled who will gradu-
ate through the end of the 20th
P"
century.
•
Women now comprise 45 percent
of the student body, a quarter of
the faculty; the Law School atrium
and side~alks are lined with ban-
ners commemorating 75 years of
their predecessors' rich achieve-
ments and numerous contributions.
Certainly women have changed
law at Fordham. A larger question,
however, remains. In the 50-odd
years since Crace Corcoran first
heard a man express concern that
women would somehow force
changes in the philosophy and
practice of American law, the ques-
tion remains: Have they really?
•
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1991
Women moke up 42.5 percent of 011fir~'
yoor student in Amencon low schools, 24
percent of the totullowochool teaching
populonon, ond neorly 25 percent of the
,nnre legol profession.
the judicial repertoire, in the form
of alternative dispute resolution
programs that are gaining accep-
tance in federal and state courts.
"It used to be that everybody was
in the litigation mode," she says.
"You took a case and you went to
court; that's what lawyers did.
Arbitration was sort of a sissy's
way of dealing with things,"
Further still, some women even
maintain that their increasing
numbers within the law have im-
proved ethical standards within
the profession, by bringing to it
the heightened sense of justice
and fair conduct that is common
among those who have prevailed
beyond discrimination. Kathleen
Brown, for one, speculates that
the strong female presence at
Fordham Law during the mid-
1980s was the reason for the insti-
tution's emphasis on ethics. And
Judge Patel, herself a leading ethi-
cist, points out with some pride
that it is a woman who has been
charged to establish the California
State Bar Court, a self-review
organization to police ethical vio-
lations within the legal profession.
"I think it inevitably advances eth-
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1992
In the oftermoth of the C10rence l.Thomas
hearings, women candidates are elected in
unprecedented numbers to 011levels of the
nanon's legislotive bodes. A Naffana' Law
Jaurna'study linds that 89 percent of 011
partners in the notion's largest low firms
ore mole - ond 97.6 percent ore whITe.
ical treatment when you add
another point of view to any dis-
cussion," says Ellin Mulholland.
"In that sense, J believe that
women have certainly advanced
the ethical foundation of the law.
And I'm terribly proud of that, as I
am of the options to which Ford-
ham has exposed generations of
women - generations in my own
family. My niece Ellin graduates
this May, the third of our women
at Fordham Law, and nothing
gives me greater satisfaction than
the expanded range of opportuni-
ties she will now have because of
all of us who went before."
A bedrock axiom of American life
holds that greater opportunity
brings greater duty, and in this
respect the women of Fordham
Law have performed at an exem-
plary level. In this 75th year of
their history at Fordham, they
have been notably generous to
the institution that nurtured them
_ through their participation as
mentors to first-year women in a
program administered by Ford-
ham LawWomen, the campus
student association, and by their
financial contributions to a variety
of programs, including the recent-
ly established Women's Scholar-
ship Fund. Seeded by a $50,000
endowment by Peggy Rosenkranz,
Class of 1964, and a $17,500
pledge by Anne Vitale of the Class
of 1981, the Fund offers encour-
agement and support specifically
for women students. With other
members of her accomplished fami-
ly (including sister Joan Scannell, a
1974 graduate of Fordham Law),
1968 graduate Maureen Scannell
Bateman, now senior vice president
and general counsel at United
States Trust Company, has pledged
$50,000 for a general-fund scholar-
ship honoring her father, Daniel T
Scannell, a member of Fordham
Law Class of 1940...
Sillce its incepti01l il1 1990, Fordham
law Schaal, Master af laws CUM)
programs itl Bcmking, Corporale Qud
FillClllce LAw {lIld in flltemational
Business and Trade LAw have proVf1l to
be very popular with women students
Nearly half of the graduates bave hew
womEl1, represmting 27 countries,
including the United States, Japan,
Gernlany, Frmlce, Israel, Russia,
Colombia, Venezuela, and India. Pic-
tured herr is tbe U.M. Class of '993 .
W
ith a history of advocacy and commitment dat- The following year, after being named to the State Public Ser-
ing back to her participation in the 1965 Free- vice Commission, Burstein was also appointed co-chair of the
dom March from Selma to Montgomery, Alaba- Governor's Task Force on Domestic Violence, a position she
rna, 1970 Fordham Lawgraduate Karen Burstein provides an held until the task force was dissolved in 1989, at which time
extraordinary example of service to the public good. Burstein became chair of the advisory committee to Governor
In 1972, after two years as a Legal Services attorney, Cuomo's Office for the Prevention of Domestic Violence.
Burstein became the first woman elected to the New York In 1981, Burstein added the environment to the list of
State Senate from Long Island, as well as the first Nassau her public concerns, with publication of Power and the Envi-
County Democrat ever elected to that body. During three sue- ronment, a study of an electrical transmission line and its
cessive terms, she was known as a passionate supporter of impact on suburban Long Island. Among her other writings
women's rights, and included among her achievements spon- are a two-volume report on day care in New York State, and
sorship of the milestone Battered Spouse legislation in 1977. articles on consumer issues and on the rights of the elderly.
In 1983, Burstein was appointed President of the New
York State CivilService Commission, during which term she
chaired the Temporary State Commission on Workers' Com-
pensation and DisabilityBenefits, which orchestrated the first
restructuring of that system in70 years. In 1987, she served as
Mayor Edward Koch'sAuditor General, and three years later
Mayor David Dinkinsappointed her a Judge of the New York
State Family Court. She resigned from the bench this spring
to seek the Democratic party nomination for New YorkState
Attorney General. Earlierthis year, Karen Burstein was named
to receive the LawSchool's 1994 LouisJ. Lefkowitz Award for
public service.
Karrn Burstein has beell active ifl mlnU.'rolls areas oj pl/blie service.
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"I used to think it was a little in-
timidating, the fact that there
seemed to be no limits to my
options as a woman law school
graduate in t 994," says Ellin
Regis, a member of the most
recent graduating class, niece of
1955 graduate Ellm
Mulholland and
granddaughter of
1927 graduate
Natalie McCarthy.
"But I've come to
see the endless hori-
zon as a friendly
landscape, where
all women of good
will can find the
right circumstances
for their own
growth. I feel so for-
tunate in so many
ways, not the least
of which that I am in
a unique position to
see not only the
future but, through
the women in my
family, the past. I
know firsthand how long the jour-
ney has been, and how far there is
to go. And I know that the law I
will practice will be more enlight-
ened, more humane, more just,
for the existence of the women
of Fordham Law." •
Presidenl Bill Clinton names Janet Reno of
florida the liiS1woman Marney General in
ll.S. history; a year loler, Ms. Reno will be
tho keynole speaker 01 a dinner honoring 75
yea" of women at Fordham low. In the
some year, the President nominates Ruth
Boder Ginsberg 10 be the sewnd woman
Jusnce of the ll.S, Supreme Court.
Fordham law School graduoles 179 women
at commencement exercises in late May.
Three 01 five journal edilors and the Edilor;n-
Chiel 01 the Moot Court Boord ore women.
director of Bridgeport Neighbor-
hood Fund, and]anet Irizarry,
1973, teaches at PS. 50 in East
Harlem. In government service as
well, Fordham women are engaged
in a wide range of activities: 1959
graduate Agatha Vorsange is New
Contributions can be made in dif-
ferent currencies, of course, and
Fordham Law's women have
enhanced the institution's stature
through their work in numerous
areas of the larger community.
Miriam Buhl of the Class of 1992 is
executive director of
a Westchester Coun-
ty shelter and care
program for senior
citizens and the emo-
tionally disabled,
while Susan Coyne,
Class of 1981, is a
social worker at the
Youth Residence
Center in Manhattan.
Catherine
Cronin Harris, 1971,
is vice president of
the Center for Public
Resources, and her
classmate Barbara
Berger Oporowsky is
president of the Better
Business Bureau.
Christine DeVita,
1980, is president of
the DeWitt Wallace-Readers Digest
Fund; Caroline Katz, 1978, serves as
director of immigrant services and
special projects for the United)ew-
ish Appeal; Dorothy Coyle, 1941, is
general counsel for Catholic Chari-
ties. Joan Carty, 1985, is executive
York City's regional counsel for
the Internal Revenue Service, for
example, while Marjorie Cadogan,
1985, is general counsel to the
City's Department of Parks and
Recreation.
•
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Ellia Mulhollalld, Class of '955, aad her niece
Ellin Regis, Clas5 oj '1994, are respectively the
second aHd tlJirdgeneratioll oj womt'/l ill their
family to have affn,ded Fordham lAw. neir
mother/grandmother Natalie McCarthy grad-
uatedJrom the Class oj 1927.
T
he preceding story of the women of Fordham Law School is inspiring. It is
filled with great accomplishment and contributions in every area of Ameri-
can life. I appreciate so much the work of our Associate Dean, Ceorgene
Vairo, and her 75th Anniversary Committee, chaired by Patricia Hynes, in making possi-
ble the telling of this story. It is a story of many firsts, of many climbs from adversity, and
of Fordham at its very, very best. I consider myself fortunate to know and to have known
more than 1,000 of the women graduates of the Law School and many other women who
serve the School on its faculty and on its administrative and support staffs. The women of
Fordham, as the story reveals, are exceptional in their talents, contributions, and dedica-
tion. My admiration for them is second to no one. Perhaps their quality is best expressed
by my late assistant, Marta Hrycyn, who served selflessly the Fordham Law School com-
munity from 1985 to 1994. She was the point person for many with the administration of
the School, handling everyone with great patience, kindness, care, friendliness and abi li-
ty. Her death on April 24 leaves a tremendous void, but like so many other Fordham
women, Marta also leaves a legacy that makes us better and stronger as a School. Our
future is bright because of the women of Fordham Law School. Our debt to the Jesuits
who opened the doors to them is one we can never repay and therefore must from time to
time celebrate. ~]ohn D. Feerick, Class of 1961, Dean, Fordham School of Law
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Valro nniversary Committee chaired b
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moreth n m n aduates 01 the La
serve the Sch 01 on Its ta ltv nd on ,t, adn In t
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tion My admiration for them is second to n
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th School, handlrng everyone with gee t
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